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Perceptions of how real exchange  rate movements affect real economic activity vary
substantially across  regions. In the OECD countries the effect of exchange  rate
fluctuations on employment, inllation  and trade balances  has generally been less than
expected.t In developing countries, on the other hand,  the ability of real exchange  rates
to swing  trade balances  is rarely questioned.  However,  considerable  attention  has  been
focused on the negative side effects of devaluation on inflation  and output.'  Several
economists  have advanced  explanations  for the apparently contractionary effects of
devaluation  in the 1980s.  One hypothesis  is that the size  and frequency  major exchange
rate movements  matters. Edwards  (1989)  and Morley (1992)  for example  study  a
number of  "major devaluation  episodes."  Edwards  finds large devaluations  tend to be
contractionary and inIlationary, while Morley suggests  a sharp devaluation induced fall in
investment typically dominates depreciation's other expansionary  effects.
Others have offered direct empirical evidence on the effects of exchange  rate
uncertainty.  Faini and de Melo (1990) include a proxy for exchange  rate uncertainty in
their cross  section study of output growth and find it has negative impacts on investment
lKrugman  (1989)  refers  to these  muted effects  "on anything  real" in the larger OECD
countries  as  "the dog that didn't bark." But more recently  he argued  that exch'nge  rate
driven extemal adjustment seems  to have worked as expected in the United  States
(albeit with a lag) but not in Germany  and  perhaps  Japan  (see  Krugman 1992).
'!The potentially negative effects of exchange  rate depreciation on employment was a
subject of some debate in the 1970s. Recent empirical evidence from the debt crisis
period, however,  lends  more support  "contractionary  devaluation"  hypothesis  (see
Edwards  (1986,  1989),  Faini and de Melo (1990),  Morley (1992)  or Serven  and Solimano
(1ee2)).in LDCs.  Similarly, Mct*od  and Basu (199)  find that terms of trade instability tends to
decrease  output gowth  in l,atin America. Pindyck and Solimano (1993)  and Serven and
Solimano  (1992)  also  provided  some  evidence  that real exchange  rate uncertainty
reduces  investment.
These empirical studies raise the question of why real exchange  rate uncertainty
should  reduce  output and investment, Is there any theoretical  reason  to expect  exchange
rate uncertainty to reduce output?  Or conversely  is there any reason to believe smaller
and less frequent exchange  rate changes  may foster more rapid growth and investment?
This question  is addressed  by Corbo and Caballero  (1989)  from the poht  of view
of monopolistic export firm.  They examine the effect of exchange  rate uncertainty on
exports from a number of l,atin  American countries.'  Taking other input prices as
given, they examine the effect of real exchange  tate uncertainty on the profits of the
firm. Confirming the earlier results  of Hartman(1972),  Abel (1976),  Pindyck  (1989), they
find that a mean preserving spread in the real exchange  rate increases  expected  prolits
and therefore  should  increase  er?orts. Only by assuming  exporters  are risk averse  are
they able to obtain the negative  relationship  between  exports  and uncertainty  suggested
by their empirical results.  Similarly Pindyck and Solimano (1993) add irreversible
investment to provide a theoretical rationale for the negative relationship between
uncertainty and investment or output growth.  Neither study, however, challenges  the
'They examine the effect of exchange  rate uncertainty on exports fiom  a number of
I-atin American countries. Their work builds on the earlier results  of Coes  (1979)  who
shows  that the institution  of the crawling peg in Brazil after 1968  reduced real exchange
rate uncertainw.basic convexity of the profit  function with respect to real exchange  rate variations.
This paper examines  the output effects of real exchange  rate uncefrainty in the
cotrtext of familiar  Salter-Swan  or dependent economy model.  In this two-sector, small
open economy rnodel the real exchange  rate serves  as the relative price of traded versus
nontraded  goods.  In other words,  we explore  the real exchange  rate and externa.l
adjustment story most common in the small open and developing economy literature.  It
differs from the two studies  just discussed,  however. Both Corbo and Caballero  (1989)
and Pindyck  and Solimano  (1993)  treat the real exchange  rate as the relative  price of
imports or exports  faced  by an individual  firm,
In the Salter-Swan  model real exchange  rate movements  play a critical role in the
external adjustment mechanism  of the economy. Changes  in the real exchange  rate alter
the factor rewards and the terms of trade between the two sectors  and induce a
reallocation of factors between them.  If real exchange  rate movements  are to be
effective  in restoring  external  balance,  factor prices  must change  in both sectors,
especially  during the disequilibrium  adjustment  process.
An important result of this paper is that if factor prices change itr response  to real
exchange  rate changes,  then expected  profits of traded and nontraded goods producing
firms can be concave  with respect to fluctuations in the real exchange  rate. Under these
conditions a mean preserving spread in the real exchange  rate will  lower tather than raise
expected  profits.  Thus even without risk averse  investors or irreversible investment
increased  uncertainty can lower output and investment in both sectors. The driving force
behind this result is the real exchange  rate role as  the economy-wide  price ofnontradables.
After  developing a simple example which illustrates this basic story the next
section  generalize  these  results  to an open economy  endogenous  growth model.
Although it is difiicult  to obtain definitive results,  we show that for a range of plausible
parameter values, the short and long term effects of an increase in real exchange  rate
uncertainty is to reduce investment and output growth.  The last section of the paper
provides some empirical evidence regarding the effects of real exchange  rate uncertainty
on output growth in six I-atin American countries.
II. The Implications of Real Exchange  Rate Uncertainty
There are two widely used  definitions  of the real exchange  rate. The more popular
definition for the OECD countries, sometimes  referred  to as the purchasing  power
parity (PPP) approach, simply uses  the norninal exchange  rate to compare foreign and
domestic  (consumer)  price levels  (CPIs).  The most common  approach  in the
development and small open economy literature, however, dMdes tle  economy into two
sectors:  tradeables  and nontradables.  In this context  the real exchatrge  rate is the
relative  price of these  two broadly defined  groups  of goods  and services.
With the PPP definition,  the real exchange  rate has a ready micro and
macroeconomic interpretation.  For the typical firm  it determines the price of imported
inputs and export or import competing output prices.  As the relative price of tradable to
nontradables,  however,  the real exchange  rate becomes  an economy  wide relative  price
with important macroeconomic  implications,  much  like the real wage  rate or the terms oftrade for agriculture. The real exchange  rate is a particularly  important macroeconomic
variable in economies  where  restoring  "external  balance"  is an common  policy problem'
The definition  of the real exchange  rate has important implications for how
uncertainty affects output growth.  Most of the classic  results regarding investment under
uncertainty are  derived for price taking firms.  Oi (1961) demonstrates  tlat  a firm's
indirect profit  function is convex in output and factor prices while Abel  (1983), Hartman
(1976)  and Pindyck  (1988)  show  the marginal  revenue  product of capital  is convex  in the
price of output for all linearly homogenous  production functions.  By simple application
of Jensen's  inequality, this convexity implies that a mean preserving spread in output or
input prices will increase  the expected  present value of future profits leading to rising
levels  of investment  and output growth.
That a more uncertain economic environment will  lead to increased investment
seems  counterintuitive and inconsistent with recent experience  with commodity price and
real exchange  rate instability in LDCs.'  This has led a number of author's to reconsider
the investment  process  works. As Pindyck  (1991)  emphasizes  in his survey,  irreversible
investment  introduces  an important asFnmetry  in the firm's decision  making  process;
investing  today  forecloses  option of investing  tomorrow  with better information
Krugman's  (1988)  model of the decision  to invest  in traded  versus  nontraded  goods
sectors  in the face an uncertain real exchange  rate draws on this same  insight.  Contrary
to the Jensen's  inequality  literature, more variable  real exchange  rates  increase  the
oOf course, accurnulating  wealth or stocks  seems  a logical response  to fluctuating
income  streams. However,  the rise in expected  profits is counterintuitive.value of waiting and discourage  movement of capital between the two sectors.'
The model developed  below incorporates  several  of these  elements. However,  it
is mainly the Salter-Swan  view of the real exchange  rate that can reverse the impact of
exchange  rate unce  ainty on output.  To elaborate tle  key differences between the two
approaches  to the real exchange  and to motivate the more complex growth  model that
follows  we begin  with a simple  model very similar to that of Corbo and Caballero  (1989).
Their exporting firm  faces a downward sloping isoelastic demand curve and an unc€rt'in
exchange  rate so that supply (X.) and demand (X") for e4ports,
Xd  = Aa(p*) 
-\ 
,  XB  = ALr Ka-'l
depends  on the P,, the dollar price of exports, and 4, the export price elasticity of
demand. The real exchange  rate, R,, is exogenous  and stochastic. Firms take the real
wage  rate, w. as given.  The exportefs profit function is thus,
"l 
=  n,n,l rl-'  - n,L,
Using  the demand  function  to replace  & with Ar and X  and assuming  the capital
stock  is fixed.  thev  use  the  first order  condition  for labor  to solve  for I. and  then  show
'Caballero (1991)  emphasizes  the importance  of imperfect  competition  to the classic
results: if today's investment affects future prices the relationship between uncertainty
and investment may again become negative. Iarger  initial  investment inseases the
likelihood of a'bad" shock  and firms hedge  by decreasing  present  investment' Pindyck
(1993) and Caballero and Pindyck (1992) study industry wide uncertainty arguing that
irreversibility  prevents the industry as whole from avoiding bad outcomes,  while new
entry partially  dissipates  the gains from good outcomes  leading to concave  rather than
convex  orofit functions.
(1)
althat profits depend  on R, raised  to the power 1/(1-,ttn)  >  1 where  p  = (4 - 1)/a.  This
implies that profits are always  a convu  frnction  of the R,, so that greater uncertainty
regarding R, will  increase  investment in that sector. This result is quite robust.  Even if
the firm  uses  some or only imported inputs, rr, is a convex  function of R,.  Given the
results discussed  above this is not a surprising finding.  Caballero and Corbo proceed to
assume  risk averse  exporters.
How does  real exchange  rate uncertainty  affect  output in the Salter-Swan  model?
The key difference  is that movements  in R now change  profits in a broad class  of
"tradeables"  industries  (exports  or import competing  goods) relative  to other 'nontraded"
goods and services, One purpose of changes  R then is to facilitate an economy-wide
transfer  of resources  between  these  two sectors.  This generally  implies some
intersectoral  factor movements.  Since  labor is the mobile factor in this context,  the real
wage  must be fluctuate  to attract labor to one sector  or the other.
To see  this process,  consider  market for nontraded  goods  defined  analogously  to
the traded  goods  sector  described  previously,
u!  = tplnS-",  il," = L#I",  L = L* + Lo
where R, now represents  the price of tradeables  over nontradeables. Setting  Nd = N'in
this context  is sufficient  to take care  of the market for exports  (best  left competitive  for
this example).
The total supply  of  labor, I.  is fixed but it can  be reallocated  between  the two
sectors.  Writing out the profit function N we follow the same  procedure  discussed  above
(3)except that we replace w, with the marginal revenue product of labor in each sector
(which must be equalized  after each  realization  of R,).  So in this case  we can  replace  wr
with
,w, = (clNP)
where  again  rr = (n - L)/n.
The demand  curve  can  be used  to eliminate  the  price  of nontradeables,  1/\.  Now
substitute  this  expression  into the  profit function  and  write  profits  as  a function  of R,,
ttt =  (1 - dFxi4n-l
Now for a plausible  range  of demand  elasticities  (1<  I  < 2), tr, is a concave
function of R, implying that a mean preserving spread \  will  reduce expected  profits in
nontraded  goods  production. In general  we find that total GDP and even  tradeables
production are likely to fall as well.  The key difference between the two cases  is
evidently the endogeneity of the real wage.  Real wage changes  in response  to
movements in R, serve to facilitate the reallocate labor between the two major sectors,
especially  during the disequlibrium  adjustment  process.
The switch  from partial to general  equilibrium reflects  the special  role of the real
exchange  rate in small open economies. It plays an intersectoral allocation and a
macroeconomic role similar to the agricultural terms of trade in low income countries.
No individual or firm  expects  changes  in real exchange  rates to affect only their own
(4)
(s)traded  Goods  (xn)  B
Traded eoods  (Xt)
trlgure 1
prices. It is the economy  wide effects  of the real exchange  rate that distinguishes  it from
other commodity  prices.
The effect of exchange  rate uncertarnty on output levels can easily be visualized
using  the usual  transformation  frontier for traded and nontraded  goods,  Gains from a
jump in R for traded goods producers are tempered by diminishing returns to fixed
inputs ( a swing toward point B in Figure 1) while profit  downswings  are accentuated  by
the loss  of more and more productive  workers  (movements  toward B).  Expected  losses
from symmetric movements  in R outweigh the gains, leading to a fall in expected ouput
if exchange  rate uncertainty  increases.III.  Uncertainty  and Economic  Growth
To explore the effects of real exchange  rate uncertainty on growth and investment, we
develop a small open economy endogenous  growtl  model.  There is no fixed labor
supply. Instead  in the tradition of the "AK" model of Barro (1990)  and Rebelo (1991)
we include human capital and fixed capital in otre aggregate  stock K.  Exports are used
to import  intermediate imports or foreign machinery and equipment that enhance  the
productivity of domestic human and physical capital.  In the dependent economy
tradition the economy  consists  of two sector,  both using  Cobb Douglas  technologies  to
produce  traded  goods,  {,  and nontraded  goods,  N,.
4 =  rd'4n:P,  x, = vtrK|'.-!
Intermediate imports, V,, are freely available in world maxkets at constatrt dollar prices.
GDP can  be invested  (I.) or consumed  (C,) but only traded  goods  can  be exported  to
obtain intermediate  imports, This leads  to the national  resource  constraint,
Cr*Ir=Nr+\(Xr-Vr)
where R, = e,Po/Pn. Prl is the exogenous  price of traded  goods  set  in international
markets while Pn is the price of nontraded goods which is used as the numeriare (that is
Pn=1). Finally e,  is an i.i.d. random  variable  subject  to exogenous  shocls,  perhaps
arising from shifts in domestic monetary policy. The key decisions  involve the allocation
of intermediate imports and capital between the traded and nontraded goods sectors.
(o
(7\These  are modeled  using  the share  parameters,
Vn =r.V,, Vx,  = G-I)V'  Kn = ht{r'  Kk = (J-h)K,  (8)
where 1,,  and h, are the shares  of intermediate  inputs and capital  used  nontraded  goods
production.
The decision sequence  is as follows.  At  time t, agents observe  R. and can freely
reallocate imports inputs, V, between the two sectors. For a given allocation of I(.', the
choice of 1,,  is a temporal optimization problem similar to the labor allocation problem
discussed  in the previous  section. The allocation  of capital  between  sectors  or the choice
of h,, on the other hand,  is an intertemporal  optimization  problem based  on the firms
expectation  of R,*,.. Note that asset  shares  chosen  at date t will become  effective  and
irreversible in period t+ 1.  A mean preserving spread in R, thus affects botl  the choice
of 1,,,  and decisions  regarding  h,.  For a given  realization  of R, the choice  of l,  depends
on the models  closure  rule.  Initially we assume  trade is balanced  so that in equilibrium
X, =  V,. Given an exogenous  shock  to R,, firms reallocate  intermediate  inputs  to restore
the equality of marginal revenue product of V in both sectors. This is equivalent to
staying  on the PPF,  as discussed  in the previous  section. To solve  this temporal
allocation  problem, we plug (1) and (3) into the first order condition,
(1-r)q  = Qlu)),,R/,





O, = tf,t 
-'(1-r',;r-t1t  -lr -;1-1trr1i'(y1o1R;tr"-tr.
If one input were fixed in supply, equation (10) would be sufficient to solve for I
given a realization of R,. We can  now rewrite the resource  constraitrt  as
Cr+Ir={l/{r-,
where,
or - tft;1(r,o)'  * n(1-i)Y0l(l-htit-'t - 40J1
(13)
Before proceeding  to the intertemporal  aspect  of the problem (the choice  of C
and I), we can explore  the effect of unanticipated  shocks  to R,. The choice  of l,  is a
temporal optimization problem constrained by the existing allocation of capital and the
trade balance  constraint. Subject  to these  constraints  imported inputs are reallocated
among  sectors  until the MRP of V, is equal  in both sectors.  Inspection  of the expression




t2R,.  For our purposes,  however, a numerical solution will be sufficient to reveal the key
properties  of the model. For a given  R,,  we can  use  (7) and the balanced  trade
constraint to solve for  1,,  given the previous year's capital stock and h,-,.  Figure 2 shows  a
set of equilibrium  solutiorx for a range of R,.  ReaI GDP and the output of both sectors
are concave  functions of R,.  If a  =  y there is no solution for I  (we have a one sector
economy).
The concavity property does not depend on the relative import intensity of the
two sectors.  This is not easy  to prove,  but can  be demonstrated.  We solved  the model
for a variety of c,y  combinations ranging fuom .2 to .5 with different orderings of factor
intensity.  In every case,  traded sector and total output was concave  in R,.  Nontraded
output tended to be concave  for low values of R, and then became convex. As discussed
in the previous section the source of this concavity is the diminishing returns to V  added
to tle  temporarily fixed capital stock itr both sectors. Figure 2 reveals another key
property of the real exchange  rate in this model. For any  given  capital stock  there is an
"optimal" real exchange  rate. Depending on the initial  exchange  rate the short term
effects can be expansionary  or contractionary.
IV. Grcnth and Investment
We want to extend  the model to an inte  emporal  setting  instead  of closing  the model
through a trade balance restriction.  To model the evolution of the sectoral oulput levels
over time, we can solve the portfolio  choice problem for the country as whole.
Following Brock (1982)  and Craine (1990)  we solve  the social  planner's  problem (which
13in this context turns out to be the same as the decentralized market solution).  The basic
portfolio choice  problem is similar to that of Krugman (1988), Investors  must choose
between  hotding capital  in the nontraded  goods  sector  (K",) or the traded goods  sector
(K",).  For one period this decision  is irreversible. Once  the investment  level and
portfolio  shares  h, are chosen  capital stocks evolve in the usual fashiorl
Kn  = h/, + (1-6)K",_r, Ko = (L-h)l,+ (1-6)K&-l
The social  planner's  problem  is to maximize  expected  utility
Et{,EF'U(C)
t=l
by choosing  h, and total investment  subject  to the resource  constraint  (7).  A logarithmic
utility function (U, = log(C,  )) considerably  simplifies  this maximization  problem as total
wealth W, (=  K  in this model) will evolve  as  pY, (where  p reflects  the rate of time
preference). In order to solve  for the portfolio share  h,  we need  to define the gross  rates
of return on both types of capital,
pt = |  - 6 + (1 - y)&(l  -  t)(1  - rr,-1)-loJ'
Yr = I - 6 +  (1  - a)lrl,-loJ"
where p, and ry,  are the returns  to capital  in the traded  and nontraded  goods  sector
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Real  Exchange  Rate  (R)optimal portfolio  problem reduces  to maximizing (see Appendix A)
Max  Elog(hfi,*,  * (1 - h)pn)
Hence, the optimal linear allocation rule h, that satisfies the fust order conditions
(18)
-[ Pr-t  I
E  )-l  =
1t'.tl "{#l  =' (1e)
where or,  is the total return on the country  portfolio or crr = (1-h,-,)p,  f  hu,V. As long as
R, is i.i,d., asset  returns  are serially  uncorrelated. E(R,*,) affects  returns  to investrnent  in
both sectors  via its impact on {,,,.  An exogenous  change  in exchange  rate uncertainty
affects total and sectoral investment by changing the expected  return in date t+ 1 capital
stocks  held at time t.  If the expected  return to traded  goods  E(p,., ) increases,  the share
of total wealth held as that sector's  capital stock  will increase.
The growth rate of the capital stock responds  to the choice of h, with a lag.  Using
the optimal accumulation rule for logarithmic utility  and equation (12) above we can
obtain the growth equation for I(,
4.,-[1 -0*oJFr,
where  we have  assumed  the depreciation  rate,  6, is the same  in both sectors  and O, is
(20)
15defined  in equation  (7).
Figure 3 shows  the effect of fluctuations in R'. on the return to both assets  and the
whole portfolio.  In this example,  if E(R,-, ) is about 1.6,  no reallocation  of capital  will
occur  and the expected  net return on capital (e.g,  p,*,  - 1 - 6) will be about .45. In
every case  we simulated,  a mean preserving spread in R, reduced the expected return to
investment  in the traded  goods  sector  (i.e, p,*,  is concave  in R,).  Similarly  the retum to
investment as a whole is concave  in R, (this was the case  in every simulation we
examined). This implies that increases  in real exchange  rate uncertainty reduces overall
growth  because  the expected  return to capital  falls.
Note that the parameter set for Figure 3 produces a hysteresis  effect, similar to
that found by Krugman (1988). A mean preserving spread in the real exchange  rate
increases  the expected  return on nontraded  goods,  but reduces  it for traded  goods. This
makes investors more reluctant to move into the traded goods sector even at real
exchange  rates that would have attracted investment before uncertainty increased. One
effect of uncertain is that it raises the real exchange  rate or the rate of devaluation
required to shift resources  into the traded  goods  sector.
Another set of parameter  values  are illustrated  in Figure 3.4. In this case  a
mean  preserving  spread  in R, lowers  the expected  retum in both sectors,  reducing  overall
investment unambiguously. Note that these results are for sectoral capital stocks.
Because  we have assumed  logarithmic utility, uncertainty has no effect on the overall
rate of wealth accumulation  (to see  this note that the expect  growth rate (I(*r- Il)  does
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Net  Return  to  Capital  (see  equations  10  and  1  1)
Nontraded  Goods
,/ Traded  Goods
--
d=  2if  = .35i
h(t-l) . .35;  (t-l)  '  180.
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h(t-1)  = ,6;  K(t.l)  = 160.
Real  Exchange  Rate(that is the portfolio share  parameter  h, does  depend  on expections  of R,*r ).  To make
some statements about how real exchange  rate undertainty affects overall GDP groffih
growth rate condition  on R, we can  add a foreign asset.
V. GDP Growth with Foreign  Assets
Given the extent of the "capital flight" problem during the 1980s,  investors h  LDCs
clearly have the option of switching to foreign assets.  Suppose  we allow investors to
choose  a ponfolio  including three assets,  traded and nontraded sector capital stock  and
foreign  bonds,  B,, The national  resource  constraint  now becomes
and total wealth is now,
Wr=RPr+K,
Generalizing to three assets  is straight forward.  We need only define two assets
shares  such  that hB,  + hN,  + h*, = 1 where  hu.,  h"o  and h*, are the shares  of foreign
bonds,  nontraded  goods,  and traded  goods  capital. The first order conditions  become
C, + I, + RF,  = QF,, - 
*,t 
+ r*)B'-,  @1'l
"{fr)  ="  "{*)  ="  "{*)  ='
@)
t7
(23)where e, = (R,/R.r)(l  + r').  The only substantive  change  in the problem is the serial
correlation introduced in the asset  returns by the lagged value of R.  Asset returns are
no longer  i.i.d. but as  long as  R, is i.i.d. the solution  strateg/  goes  through.u
Since  the return to bonds,  e,, is always  linear or convex  in R, concavity  in the
retums to domestic capital are sufficient to predict a shift from domestic to foreip
assets  and thus a fall in GDP growth.  Note that because  of logarithmic utility,  GNP
growth is still utraffected by increases  in uncertainty.  For most of the parameter values
considered,  both returns to traded and nontraded capital were concave  in \  over the
relevant range of the real exchange  rate.  The other possibility, illustrated in Figure 3, is
that a mean preserving spread in R, creates a portfolio  shift from nontraded goods into
both nontraded  and foreign bonds.
Because  we cannot analytically sign these relationships, whether such concavity
exists  is an empirical issue. We now try to discern whether real exchange  rate
uncertainty has the hypothesized  affects on output growth in Latin America-
VI. Real Exchange  Rates and Output Growth in Six Latin  American Countries
This section  reviews  some  empirical  evidence  on the relationship  between  real exchange
rates and output growth for six major l-atin American countries,  Following the basic
approach  of Edwards  (1986  and 1989), we use  an aegregate  growth equation  which
includes various proxies for domestic monetary and fiscal policy as well as externa-
usee  Brock (1982),  Craine (1988)  and Basu  and Mcleod  (7992a  afi  L992b)  fot
examples  of how to solve  this portfolio problem.variables such as output grou/th in the OECD countries and terms of trade changes, As
in Edwards (1989) we used both anticipated and unanticipated money growth as proxies
for monetary policy and various measures  of govemment consumption expenditures as
fiscal  policy proxies.
Our estimation  stratery involved  estimating  separate  times series  regtessions  for
the six major Latin American countries (Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and
Venezuela) and then to test for homogeneity across  regions by constraining set of SUR
estimates  various  grouping  three countries. Tests  for both the real exchange  rate
coefficient  and for other policy variables  rejected  these  cross-equation  restrictions
decisively, suggesting  that in particular the impact of real exchange  rate changes  varies
substantially among even this group of Latin American economies..
Since  panel estimation  could not be justified,  Table 1 presents  three-stage  least-
squares  results for the two groups of countries using annual data.  The coeflicients
reported are the sums  of the coefficients  for all significant  lags  of the right hand side
variables.'  These SUR estimates can improve the efficiency of the coeffrcient estimates
in the presence of correlated shocks  to output across  countries.  Since the real exchange
rate and some  of the monetary  policy proxies  are endogenous  (they depends  in part on
nontraded  goods  prices)  an instrumental  variables  estimation  technique  was  used  as  well.
Tests for real exchange  rates and output levels suggest  botl  series  were difference but
not trend stationary  (see  also Mckod  and Basu  (1992)  for evidence  using  longer  time
'The lags  varied from 0 year  to 2 years  depending  on tleir  significance.  A ftrll set of
estimation  results  is available  from the authors  upon request.sedes) so in every case  the log GDP growth rate is the dependent  variable.  Similarly
the exchange  rate variable in log change  in the trade weighted real exchange  rate (in
constructing these real exchange  rate indices we used the same  weights as Edwards
(198e:ua-25)).
The affects on output growth of real devaluation, tenns of trade changes,  changes
in interest rates on foreign debt, money growth, money growth surprises,  and foreign
output growth are presented in Table 1.  Real exchange  rate devaluation has a positive
effect on real output growth in Argentina,  Brazil, Colombi4 and Venezuela  but not in
Chile and Mexico. But in every  country  our variance  prory (the real exchange  rate
squared) has a significant negative effect on output.  In fact, in Mexico and Argentina
adding  the variance  proxy  tended  to reduce  the significance  or even  reverse  the sigtr  of
the real exchange  rate.
Because  we included  a quadratic  term as a proxy  for real exchange  rate
uncertainty, we can calculate the critical real devaluation rate which make devaluation
contractionary (Table 2).  The magnitude of real devaluations  which will  not affect
output growth is different across  these three countries. This rate is the critical
magnitude of real devaluation in that real devaluations greater than this rate will  cause
output growth to fall while smaller devaluations increase output growth.  Most
importantly, however, we find that small devaluations increase oulput growth and large
devaluations decrease  output gowth  in Argentina, Brazil, Colombi4  and Venezuela.
And any size devaluation is contractionary in Chile and Mexico.
Terms of trade shocks  significantly affect the output of all these countries. In
20Chile, Mexico,  and Venezuela"  an unexpected  deterioration  in the terms of trade
decreases  output growth.  Terms of trade changes  have no effect on output growth in
Argentina, Brazil, and Colombia.'  The results presented above show that the effects of
small terms of trade shocks  can be mitigated with small devaluations in all countries
except Chile and Mexico.  Output growth in aII of these countries, however, cannot be
maintained by devaluation v/ith the occasion  of large terms of trade shocks.
WI. Conclusions
Focusing  on a widely used  two sector  model of a small open economy,  this paper
explored the impact of real exchange  rate variability  on growth and investrnent. Defining
the real exchange  rate as the price of tradables  relative  to nontradables  implies  that tlte
main purpose  of real exchange  rate movements  is to reallocate  resources  between  these
two secto$. This realiocation  requires  changes  in factor prices,  such  as  real wages  or
import prices.  For a given  stock  of capital,  additions  of the variable  input to either sector
result in diminishing returns to input use. Reductions in input use on the other hand
become increasingly costly as the marginal physical product of labor or import inputs
increases. This asymmetry  in returns creates a concavity of output with respect to the
real exchange  rate.  Al  increase in risk or a mean preserving spread of R, thus reduces
expected  output.
In the long run it is possible to model growth in this context as a sequence  of
'Terms of trade changes  do not affect Brazilian output growth in any of the
regressions  we performed which are available upon request.
2Lportfolio decisions  allocating  capital  between  traded and nontraded  goods  production. In
this context an increase in real exchange  rate uncertainty also reduces the expect return
to investment in tradables sector and often to nontradables. Adding a foreig!  asset  to
the economy's portfolio  yields implies that an increase in terms of trade uncertainty
lowers long run GDP growth (but not GNP growth),  These results are consistent  with
our empirical findings.
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In this appendix, we show the solution method of the central planner in solving the
optimal portfolio  and growth problem.  More precisely,  we show that the nuximization
problem reduces  to the ma{mization of equation  (18) in the text.
The recursive  solution  follows  Brock (1982),  Craine (1989),  and Basu  and
Mcleod  (1992).  Since  the capital  stock  cannot  be adjusted  in the current  period, the
country must take W, as given for a given realization of the real exchange  rate R,.
Therefore,  the social  planner choses  only the shares  of capital allocated  to each  sector,
h,. The social  planner optimizes  equation  (15) subject  to equation  (12) which are




Proposition  1: If U(C,) = ln(C), total wealthr  evolves  as  W, = By,  and there exists  a
linear allocation  rule, h,, satisffing  the first order conditions
(A1)
(M)
fn  I  flF  I
EJ  't-t  I  =  6l 
-'-rl  =  1
1t'.tl  1',-tl
where or,  is the total return on the country  portfolio or t,l, = (l-tt.Jp,  *  hnt{r"
Proof:  The value function can  be characterized  by Bellman's  equation
(2)
'Notice that in this model, wealth merely equals the sum of capital used in the
nontradables  sector  and capital  used  in the tradables  sector.VO,$) = nax{tog(r,  -  W) *  F4rCv,-,4r] (A4)
Using the method of undetermined  coefficients,  we conjecture  that there exists
some  linear allocation  rule
Kn  = h,Kr,  Ktu = (l-h)K,
and a value  function of the form
V(')  =  tc.  +  ttr  +  tr2log(y)
Substituting equations (4'6) and (A5) into (Aa) lelds
fro  *  fi,,  +  rrlog(y)  =
maxfiog(y,  -  W) *  ptco  + pE,(nrr-r)  + ptcrE)og(h],.r + (l  - ft)pr*r) + Bglogfff,
(A7)





W=  '  t '  (7 +  plE)"
(A8)
Substituting  this  solution  into equation  (A7) yields
28fro *  nlt  + tEilog(y) =
max[zro  + prrlog(prr)  + pzrrlog(lrrYr.,  + (l  -  fr)pr*t) +
pEJnrr+J + (l  + pr/og(y)  -  (1 + pn)log(1  + pt)l








. (#)"Jos(ft,y,.r  * 1r  - ft)c,.,)] (A12)
Finding the exact closed form solution to this mapping entails rewriting the last
term of (A9) as
flQ  = Elog(h,Y,*,  + (1 - h)p,-t) (A13)
We assume  that R, is an element of a compact set.  Then this term is a continuous and




29Since R, remains in a compact set, then by the fixed point theorem for contractions'?,
there exists a unique solution of (A9) mapping R, into n,,, confirming the initial
conjecture  about  the form of VO.
Now we conjecture  that
nt=Lo*frl(X) (A14)
Substituting  equation  (14) into equation  (12) yields
ro  * rrflR)  =  pro  +  p^14tr&.,)l  . (a..fu)o-,  (A1s)
Assurning  that R, is i.i.d.,  E f(R,) is independent  of the condirioning  set  which allows  us
to use  the method of undetermined  coefficients. Solving  for l"  and I'  yields
^"  =  (u5)t,EKRil
(A16)
r.=r p ) '  \(1  - p)/
(A17)
Ty  definition, If  f has a domain D(f)  contained in R  and range in Rq, f satisfied a
Lipschitz condition if there exists a constant A  > 0 such that
llflx)-"(z)ll  <AlW-ull
for all points  a u in D(f).  If A  < 1, then the function is called  a contraction.
Fixed Point Theorem  for  Contractions  or the Contraction  Mapping Thearem;  I*t  f
be a contraction with domain Rp and range contained in F.  Then f has a unique fixed
point.  For proof see  Bartle (1976:162)  and Sargent  (1987:343-344).Substituting  the relations  (A10), (A11), (12),  into (A13) then with (A16) and
(A17) into (4'6) yields
I(],.&)  =  "".  [u5fur(4.,)  *  t+]^"  . [uir]""r 
(A18)
The only term in equation (A18) which involves h, is f(R,).  Therefore, the
maximization collapses  to maximizing
Mat. Elog(h,Y,., + (l  -  ft)pr,1) (A1e)
as  hvoothesized  in the text. Therefore  the solution  is
(A20)
To see  that this return is equal  to 1 notice  that h,E(p,*,/ar,-r) + (1-h,)E(Y,*r/o,*,)
= L. Since  h, + (1-h,) = 1, each  of these  expected  relative  return must equal 1.
Finally, to see if our solution conforms to the well known result that wealth
evolves as a fraction B of real income y, or W  = By,,  we substitute equation (A10) into
equation  (A8) we see  that
w, = K, = F!,  (A21)
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